Autosomal dominant spinocerebellar ataxia: locus heterogeneity in a Nebraska kindred.
SCA1 is an adult-onset autosomal dominant ataxia that is genetically linked to loci on chromosome 6p. A highly informative GT-repeat marker, D6S89, has been closely linked to the SCA1 locus in five large kindreds. We have used this marker to perform linkage analysis in a smaller autosomal dominant ataxia family consisting of five generations designated as the Nebraska kindred. This kindred includes 33 affected (12 living) and 40 first-generation at-risk individuals. We examined eight affected individuals; all had gait and limb ataxia. We analyzed the D6S89 locus by the polymerase chain reaction. Based on the analysis of 31 individuals from this kindred, we statistically excluded linkage to D6S89 for moderate-to-tight linkage (less than 11% recombination). These data clearly demonstrate genetic heterogeneity among the autosomal dominant ataxias. In addition, we obtained linkage data for HLA-A and SCA1 in this kindred. Comparison of HLA-A with D6S89 shows the latter marker to be more powerful. Use of D6S89 and other highly polymorphic markers in this region will greatly facilitate genetic classification of ataxias and make presymptomatic diagnosis of SCA1 feasible.